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BRANDchild: Insights into the Minds of Today's Global Kids: Understanding Their Relationship with BrandsKogan Page, 2003
Tweens (8- to 14-year-olds) comprise a new type of audience. An increasingly powerful and smart consumer group, they not only spent US $300 billion but influenced an astounding US $1.88 trillion spend across the globe last year. They are different from previous generations in every way. They are more likely to have a friend on the other side of...
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50 Fast Dreamweaver MX TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Using a simple, step-by-step format, this book shows you how to use Dreamweaver to create the most sophisticated, visually captivating designs that are possible on the Web today. From building dynamic tables to adding vivid Flash movies, you’ll uncover 50 fast and easy effects that you can achieve almost instantly with Dreamweaver MX. Each...
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Unix Unleashed: Internet EditionSams Publishing, 1997
The first edition of Unix Unleashed provided a thick, comprehensive guide to the basic tools of the Unix trade, covering everything from system administration to the windowing system to the compiler environments. The guide also featured information on other tools, such as the vi editor, the command shells, the AWK, PERL, C and C++...
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BIRT: A Field Guide to Reporting (The Eclipse Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
The first in a two-book series about Business Intelligence and Reporting Technology, BIRT: A Field Guide to Reporting introduces reporting to a broad base of users. Built on the Eclipse platform, this exciting technology makes it possible for programmers and non-programmers to build and deploy complex reports with...
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Beginning Kinect Programming with the Microsoft Kinect SDKApress, 2012

	Beginning Kinect Programming with the Microsoft Kinect SDK gets you up and running developing Kinect applications for your PC using Microsoft tools and the official SDK. You will have a working Kinect program by the end of the first chapter! The following chapters will open up the secrets of three-dimensional vision, skeleton...
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Getting Started with Backbone MarionettePackt Publishing, 2014

	Build largescale JavaScript applications with Backbone Marionette quickly and efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Create scalable and highly interactive web applications using one of the best frameworks for Backbone.js
	
		Learn about controllers, views, modules, events, commands, and regions

...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 Savvy(tm)Sybex, 2004
Savvy - n. Practical know-how.
    Dreamweaver MX 2004 Savvy is an incredibly in-depth and thorough guide to Macromedia's powerful web publishing software. This book includes detailed coverage of everything from migrating sites over from other applications to using Cascading Style Sheets to working with the...
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MPEG-4 Beyond Conventional Video Coding: Object Coding, Resilience and ScalabilityMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
MPEG-4 (with a formal ISO/IEC designation ISO/IEC 14496) standardization was initiated in 1994 to address the requirements of the rapidly converging telecommunication, computer, and TV/film industries. MPEG-4 had a mandate to standardize algorithms for audiovisual coding in multimedia applications, digital television, interactive graphics, and...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 6: A Visual Introduction to Digital Photography (book with CD)Focal Press, 2007
If you are an amateur or professional photographer who works with digital images and wants great results fast, this essential, easy-to-follow guide from world-renowned Adobe Photoshop Elements expert Philip Andrews is for you! 

There are countless ways to use Adobes powerful Elements 6 software, and Andrews helps you with the skills to...
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Joomla! 1.5 MultimediaPackt Publishing, 2010
Joomla! is a content management system designed to organize and deliver content within a web site environment. Multimedia provides us with stunning interactive user experiences and wonderful design options, but it requires discipline and knowledge to utilize it effectively so that we do not alienate our audiences. If you want to display more...
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The Python Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2013

	The Python Quick Syntax Reference is the "go to" book that contains an easy to read and use guide to Python programming and development. This condensed code and syntax reference presents the Python language in a well-organized format designed to be used time and again.


	You won't find jargon, bloated samples,...
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Docker for Data Science: Building Scalable and Extensible Data Infrastructure Around the Jupyter Notebook ServerApress, 2017

	Learn Docker "infrastructure as code" technology to define a system for performing standard but non-trivial data tasks on medium- to large-scale data sets, using Jupyter as the master controller.





	It is not uncommon for a real-world data set to fail to be easily managed. The set may not fit well into access memory or...
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